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AT A GLANCE

Over 50% of respondents plan to create more 
content than in 2021

 42% rated their company’s approach to video as 6/10

Only 25% are using video with paid advertising

33% will publish content and leave it without any 
supporting activity

Word of mouth and platform analytics most used 
to measure performance and 50% of respondents 
are NOT required to report on it

Animation and motion graphics are king

Most popular ‘special’ themes for 2022 are 
Environment, Social and Governance, ESG, (58%)
and Company Culture (52%)

WHAT THE 
COMMUNICATION 
PROFESSIONALS  
HAVE TOLD US 

We know that companies are producing more and 
more video content year on year. With this survey, 
we wanted to find out what channels are being used, 
where, why and how effectively. 
Our hunch was that while content production has leapt ahead, 
planning and strategy are underutilised. The responses bear this 
out, revealing an opportunity for communication professionals to 
optimise how they use video; making it easier to manage, more 
creative and more effective.

FYI
  For 'multi-select' questions, the number of responses may exceed the   

number of participants, so response percentage can exceed 100%. 

The two highest company size responses were under 100 and over 1000 
employees.
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  Other14.3%

4.8%
9.5%

38.1%

14.3%

19%

  Fintech

Tech

Financial Services

Media & Creative

Commercial 
Real Estate

 

Job function includes

 Agency - client account handling

Marketing

  Head leadership role 
(e.g. CEO/Company Owner/Director)

 

4.8%
4.8%
4.8%

4.8%
4.8%

23.8%

28.6%

14.3%

42.9%
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A VIEW FROM 
THE TOP
We surveyed over 50 senior B2B 
communication professionals, 
responsible for commissioning 
video content. The majority work 
in financial services functions, 
the next largest group in internal 
communications, with most 
content being aimed at UK- 
based audiences. 

They recognise the value of video, but the 
majority only rate their firm’s approach 
to it as a 6/10. Not disastrous, but room for 
improvement.

Importantly, they report senior executives 
want evidence of their video content's 
effectiveness. ROI counts.

Business Development or Sales

Product owner
Creative

Internal Communications

Corporate Communications

Marketing and Business Development

What sector?
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Location of primary audience
(could choose multiple responses)

On a scale of 1-10 how would you rate your company's
approach to video?

Type of organisation

Do you have an idea of how the use  
of video in your organisation is viewed 
by senior stakeholders?

9.5%
9.5%
4.8%

76.2%

3
4.8%

4
4.8%

Americas
9.5%

 

23.8%

5
9.5%

6
42.8%

7
14.3%

8
14.3%

9
9.5%

42.9%

47.6%

9.5%

61.9%
Europe
33.3%
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It's a vital channel and they're behind 
us doing more

They see the relevance but they'd 
like more evidence of ROI

    'Other' - responses include d:

"Most client leadership see impact within wider 
campaigns / channel strategies vs. as a vital 
standalone channel"

"I co-own our company & we love video!"

UK Global
e.g. no specific region

Corporation

Agency - PR/Communications
Agency - Creative

Charity or similar, not for profit
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WHAT   Animation and motion graphics are the leading
formats, with case studies close behind. Bringing your
brand to life and making dry subjects more interesting
were the top reasons for using video. ESG and Company Culture are the standout ‘special’

themes being planned for 2022, while Diversity and
Inclusion received the fewest selections.

   

WHERE   LinkedIn and own websites are the top 
platforms to show content, followed by Instagram.

HOW   Audiences are primarily reached through 
LinkedIn and email, then (in order) newsletters, Twitter, 
Instagram, Facebook and internal channels. The majority 
of respondents will produce content in multiple formats 
and durations (75%) and increase visibility with repeated 
shares (95%).

WHO   75% of respondents told us their content was 
available internally for colleagues to view, but this drops 
to 57% for external audiences.

ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE 
(ESG) AND COMPANY CULTURE

THE INSIDE STORY:
WHAT, WHERE, HOW, WHO



Are you planning videos on any
of the following themes this year? 
(could choose multiple responses)

What type of content do you produce?
(could choose multiple responses)

Of the content types, which
do you make most of?

 

 

 

 

4.8%
38%

14.3%

14.3%

64.7%

52.9%
35.3%
11.8%
29.4%

28.6%
66.7%

52.4%

57.2%

23.8%

28.6%

23.8%

57.6%

Animations & Motion
Graphics explainers

Campaign promotions
& awareness

Case studies /
customer success

Training, learning
and development

Event films

Human interest &
values storytelling

'Corporate' talking
heads content (e.g.
Investor Relations,
C-Suite messaging)

Campaign promotions & awareness

Case studies / customer success

Corporate' talking heads content (e.g. 
Investor Relations, C-Suite messaging)

Animations & motion graphics explainers
Human interest & values storytelling

Environmental, Social  
and Governance (ESG) 
Company Culture 

Rebranding

Diversity and Inclusion 

Recruitment

6 B2B Video Content 2022 
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Which platform/s do you host
it on e.g. upload it to directly?  
(could choose multiple responses)

38.1%

61.9%

42.9%

42.9%

61.9%

28.6%

4.8%

9.5%

19%

38.1%

 

Why do you use video? 
(could choose multiple responses)

 
5.6%

55.6%

61.1%

72.2%

44.4%

38.9%

38.9%

72.2%

How do you share or
distribute your content? 
(could choose multiple responses)

 

Vimeo

LinkedIn

Instagram

Internal hub

Website

Facebook

Other

TikTok

Twitter

Youtube

Twitter

Newsletter (via email)

LinkedIn

Instagram

Internal hub

Facebook

Direct Emails

Play video at live events
i.e. webcasts

Makes dry subjects more
interesting

Most effective way of 
explaining our products 
and services 

Allows us to bring our 
brand to life

It's the format that gets the 
most engagement

Best way to use paid advertising 
e.g. Facebook ads

7

76.2%

57.1%

71.4%

66.7%

23.8%
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REACTIVE VS PROACTIVE 

 

 

Comparing this year with 2021, 
do you intend to create

  

How do you plan your video content?

When you publish a video, do you
optimise or promote it?   
(could choose multiple responses)   

  No

  Yes

42.9%
0%

57.1%
38.1%

42.9%

33.3%

19.0%

57.1%

42.9%
28.6%

38.1%
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The majority of our sample intend to create more video this 
year than in 2021, but only 19% include planning for video in 
annual strategy. 

Most leave thinking about, or commissioning, new content until
a few months before a new campaign is set to launch. Or they
spring into action when content is needed, sometimes only
as a campaign is kicking off. 

And while most respondents want to better gauge the value of their
video content, currently 50% aren’t required to report on how well
it has performed. 

It seems there are gaps to be filled, both in planning strategy and
measuring effectiveness. 

Do you monitor competitors'
video content? 

More video content

About the same

Less

Organically, with hashtags

Paid promotion e.g. LinkedIn ads

None of these, we just publish 
it and leave it

As part of your annual marketing / 
communications strategy

At the start of, or during, 
each campaign

A few months before each campaign



LOOKING AHEAD

bouchemedia.com 

As video becomes a mainstay of the marketing and 
communications mix, the next challenge will be to use it 
more effectively. To become smarter and more strategic.
A coherent content strategy is central to this. Setting clear deliverables and
timelines enables better measurement of your content’s performance. It
also ensures video is supporting your wider activities as comprehensively as
possible.

Planning ahead also creates the optimum conditions for more compelling
video. The extra time and space helps you find the right creative partners
and build greater stakeholder engagement, while making for a smoother
process overall.

If better strategy enables improved production and performance, this can
only help in the race to create more compelling content.

To discuss any aspects of this survey, or for help with making the most of
your video content and reviewing its performance, please get in touch.

Nick Coombes
nick@bouchemedia.com




